Routers
- Tools for Wood, Plastic, Composite, Aluminum, and more
- Upcut and downcut for special finishes
- High Performance "O" flute designs
**Routers**

**General Purpose Routers**

**Imperial and Metric**

1 Flute routers are a great choice for soft materials, providing an excellent finish and are capable of faster feed rates.

2 Flute routers work well with harder materials, providing an excellent finish to the material.

- Crescent, Plunge and Endmill points
- “O” flute, Straight cut, Spiral cut

- Upcut routers for excellent bottom finish
- Downcut routers for excellent top finish
- Compression and Mortise Compression routers for superior finish on top and bottom

- Applications include: Softwoods, Hardwoods, Plywoods, Particle Board, Laminated Particle, Aluminum, Soft and Hard Plastics, Composites, Solid/Laminated plastics, Phenolic and Fiberglass

- Ripper, Millend, Finisher and Edge Rounding routers
- Chipbreaker and Slow spiral options
- Designed for high feed rates and high finish
- Highest quality submicron grade carbide

---

**OFX “O” Flute Extreme**

**Imperial and Metric**

- Geometry proven to outperform competitors
- Special flute geometry and edge preparation
- Highly polished fluting improves chip evacuation
- Faster feed rates

---

**Wood Router Edge (Cut Type) Finishes**

- Upcut: Good Bottom Finish
- Downcut: Good Top Finish
- Compression: Good Top and Bottom Finish

---

**For even greater performance, specify PowerN (nACo) coating**

- High nano-hardness increases hardness 2-1/2 X’s
- An outstanding heat and oxidation barrier
- Ultra thin coating helps retain a super sharp edge

Call us regarding many other coating options

---

**Distributed by:**

MasterCut Tool Corp.

Main Office
965 Harbor Lake Dr.
Safety Harbor, Florida 34695 USA
Tel: 727 . 726 . 5336
Fax: 727 . 725 . 2532
Email: sales@mastercuttool.com
Web: www.mastercuttool.com

 марш ОФX  "O" Flute Extreme